
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 9, Number 4, pp. 259�269. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2008 SCPEDISCOVERING SEMANTICS IN MULTIMEDIA CONTENT USING WIKIPEDIAANGELA FOGAROLLI AND MARCO RONCHETTI∗Abstrat. Semanti-based information retrieval is an area of ongoing work. In this paper we present a solution for givingsemanti support to multimedia ontent information retrieval in an e-Learning environment where very often a large number ofmultimedia objets and information soures are used in ombination. Semanti support is given through intelligent use of Wikipediain ombination with statistial Information Extration tehniques.Key words: ontent retrieval and �ltering: searh over semi-strutural Web soures, multimedia, Wikipedia, e-Learning1. Introdution. Nowadays, organizations have to deal with information overloading. They need a wayto organize and store their ontent and being able to easily retrieve it when neessary. Our objetive is toprovide a system for indexing and retrieving ontent based on the semanti provide by Wikipedia. Retrievingthe desired ontent an be di�ult due to the the high spei�ally of terms in a searh task.In our work, we are addressing the problem of aessing di�erent kinds of unstrutured or semi-struturedinformation soures taking advantages of the semanti provided by publi available resoures suh as Wikipedia.Furthermore using the approah we will desribe in setion 4 we would like to automatize the task of annotatinga orpus and disover relations between annotations. Next we will use annotation in ombination with textualinformation retrieval for determining the searh ontext and based on it we will be able to give searh suggestionsand perform query expansion. Using annotation in information retrieval is not a new idea [6, 4℄ even inombination with ontologies [3℄, it has been widely used in video and image retrieval generating also a soialphenomena like folksonomy [15, 13℄. What is new is the use of domain independent publi available semantito automatially desribe ontent in di�erent kind of media.We are applying our approah in the e-Learning ontext, spei�ally enhaned streaming video letures(see [8, 5℄) beause of the peuliarity in this senario of ombining di�erent kinds of unstrutured or semi-strutured soures of information. E-Learning presents many problematis in ommon with the business senarioin terms of ontent lassi�ation for its amount of information to lassify and for the di�erent ontexts wherea spei� information an be relevant. Our target repository ollets di�erent kinds of media (video, audio,presentation slides, text douments), whih an be searhed and presented in ombination. For eah reordedevent (e.g: leture, seminar, talk, meeting) we provide not only the video but also related materials, whih anonsist of presentation slides, douments or Web sites the speaker points to. All the resoures are temporallysynhronized with the video.An example of how a multimedia presentation of this kind looks like an be found in �gure 1.1; the videowith the speaker appears together with presentation slides or additional notes. Video and slides are synhronizedand an be navigated by means of a temporal bar or by slide titles.We an summarize the following �ve state of the art approahes to multimedia indexing and navigation:1. Use of metadata to browse keyframes.2. Use text from speeh, using transript-based searh.3. Mathing keyframes vs. querying of images. Keyframes extrated as shot representatives are used forretrieval. It requires user to loate images/other keyframes, from browsing or other searh.4. Use of semanti features. They are based upon pre-proessing video or keyframes to detet features.Features an be related to ontologies.5. Use video/image objets as queries.We onentrate on pt. (2) and partially on pt. (3), we use the text-from-speeh tehnique ombined with atextual analysis of the speeh and the event related material using Wikipedia instead of ontologies.In Wikipedia, the onept of lass and instane are not separated as in the ontologial sense, due to the fatthat it is not onstrained to a formal model, for the reason of whih it is not possible to formalize reasoning onthe Wikipedia ontent diretly.The use of Wikipedia url as suggested in[10℄ for onept identi�ation ould guarantee interoperabilitybetween domain ontologies, while the extensive ongoing researh e�ort for extrating an ontologial view from
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Fig. 1.1. An example of multimedia presentationWikipedia ould soon lead to the reation of an ontologial view based on Wikipedia whih ould be the referenefor many domains.The ombination of information extrated from video and related material gives a omplete piture of anevent, sine in the real world the sum of all the media used by a speaker is meant to fully desribe the event'stopis to failitate knowledge transfer to the audiene.In this paper we report about how we provide semanti support and unsupervised annotation of multimediamaterial based on information extrated from Wikipedia, rather than the usage of Semanti Web tehnologies(spei�ally without ontologies). Our approah is domain independent, and in theory it ould also be appliedto di�erent use ases where there is a need for lustering or annotation of a orpus.The struture of this paper is organized as follows: in the next setion we desribe the ontext and themotivation of our work; setion 4 gives an overview of our approah. In setion 5 we apply the approahdesribed in the previous setion to our use ase. Finally, we disuss the diretions we are planning to takeregarding further work.2. Semantis in the Web. In the Web, some olletions of data ontaining semanti annotations (e.g.UniProt: http://www.ebi.a.uk/swissprot/index.html, Eademy: http://www.eademy.om) are now ava-ilable and there is a trend to semantially enable more and more Web ontent. Even though this trend is per-eivable, there is still a huge amount of material on whih these tehnologies have not been applied. One limitingfator for a faster adoption of Semanti Web tehnologies, is the di�ulty to �nd ready-to-use oneptualizationsfor annotating existing material and making it Semanti Web ompatible.We explored the possibility of using Semanti Web ontologies for annotating multimedia material andfor disovering and presenting to the user relations between the searhed topis and other topis, based on the



Disovering Semantis in Multimedia Content Using Wikipedia 261relationships between entities in one or more domain ontologies. We experiened di�ulties in �nding ontologieswhih over a variety of domains, sine e-Letures an over an unpreditable amount of domains (e.g. omputersiene, history, meteorology, geography, math. . . ). In addition, the terms expressed in e-Letures are usuallyindividuals of an ontology (e.g. the term 'Colletion' in a Java Programming lass ould be modelled as aninstane of a data ontainer lass in a Java Programming ontology) and �nding populated ontologies with awide overage of individuals to date is a big hallenge, and usually requires the involvement or a knowledgeengineer.Our requirement was to �nd a broad, domain-independent olletion of individual terms (as opposed toonepts) whih are onneted by relations. To the best of our knowledge, the most omplete olletion ofthis kind is Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a freely available enylopedia whih is onstantly growing in size and infame thanks to the opyleft liense that allows the ontent to be opied, modi�ed and redistributed as longas there is an aknowledgment of the author and the new ontent is published under the same liense (seehttp://www.wikipedia.org). Wikipedia ontains a lassi�ation of topis, organized with an hierarhy ofategories and with relationships between elements. The advantage of using it is that the soial ollaborativenetwork around it makes its ontent always up to date and it overs in details a huge amount of topis indi�erent domains and languages. In addition it also takes into aount the di�erent possible meanings of a termthrough a disambiguation page.What we an extrat using Wikipedia are the relationships between topis. Aording to Obrst's de�ni-tions in [11℄, Wikipedia not only o�ers weak semanti information, suh as parent-hild relationships, but italso ontains lexiographi relationships that�one the domain of interest is determined�an o�er mediumsemanti. In Wikipedia we do not have strong semanti, i. e. we an not desribe real-world relationships suhas �a ar has a minimum of four wheels� as with the usage of an ontology. We an only dedue that oneptsare onneted without knowing how; we an tell that one onept in one ategory is related to other oneptswhih are linked in the desription of the onept itself.In Wikipedia, the onept of lass and instane are not separated as in the ontologial sense, due to the fatthat it is not onstrained to a formal model, for the reason of whih it is not possible to formalize reasoning onthe Wikipedia ontent diretly. There are projets (see setion 3) that try to embed semanti inside Wikipediaextending the Wiki software used to write Wikipedia pages [16℄, and some others(e.g. www.dbpedia.org [2℄)whih provide an RDF representation of Wikipedia, to make its ontent mahine-interpretable.We use Wikipedia as a taxonomy to obtain lexiographi relationships and in ombination with statistialinformation extration we an dedue related onepts to the terms extrated from our orpus. In addition,sine our orpus overs a representation of a part of the real world we also use the orpus itself as �trainingdata" for domain disambiguation in Wikipedia.There is a lot of work about extrating semantis (some is reported in setion3) from Wikipedia ontentto build an ontologial representation. We are therefore on�dent that even though for now we an extratinformation without a high semanti value in the feature, at the light and with the ombination of otherresearh e�ort in the area we will be able to inrease the power of our approah in terms of �exibility, extensionand auray.3. Related Work. Wikipedia ontains a vast amount of information, therefore there have been mainly twoapproahes for exploring its ontent and make it mahine readable. The �rst approah onsists in embeddingsemanti notations in its ontent [16, 7℄; while the other one deals with information extration based on theunderstanding of how the Wikipedia ontent is strutured: [1, 14, 17, 12, 19℄.The SemantiWikipedia projet [16℄ is an initiative that invites Wikipedia authors to add semanti tags totheir artiles in order to make them mahine interpretable. The wiki software behind Wikipedia(MediaWiki [7℄),itself enables authors to represent strutured information in an attribute-value notation, whih is rendered insidea wiki page by means of an assoiated template.The seond main stream of Wikipedia related work is on automatially extrat knowledge from the Wiki-pedia ontent as in [1, 14, 17, 12, 19℄.DBpedia [1℄is a ommunity e�ort to extrat strutured information from Wikipedia and to make thisinformation available on the Web. DBpedia o�ers sophistiated queries against Wikipedia and to other linkeddatasets on the Web. The DBpedia dataset desribes 1,950,000 �things", inluding at least 80,000 persons,70,000 plaes, 35,000 musi albums, 12,000 �lms. It ontains 657,000 links to images, 1,600,000 links to relevantexternal web pages and 440,000 external links into other RDF datasets. Altogether, the DBpedia dataset



262 A. Fogarolli and M. Ronhettionsists of around 103 million RDF triples. DBpedia extrats [2℄ RDF triples from Wikipedia informationspresented in the page templates suh as infoboxes and hyperlinks.Yago [14℄ is a knowledge base whih extends the relationships of DBpedia extending the standard RDFnotation. At Deember 2007, Yago ontained over 1.7 million entities (like persons, organizations, ities, et.)A YAGO-query onsists of multiple lines (onditions). Eah line ontains one entity, a relation and anotherentity.DBpedia or Yago ould replaed Wikipedia as a soure of knowledge in our semanti disovery approah,although at the time of this writing these knowledge bases ontain only entities (suh as person and plaes) andnot abstrat onepts as the one we have in e-Learning material. In addition we don't know a priori with whihproperties a term a an be searhed, so in our domain replaing Wikipidia free-text would not be bene�ial.ISOLDE [17℄ is a system for deriving a domain ontologies using named-entity tagger on a orpus andombining the extrated information with Wikipedia and Wiktionary. The results shows that this kind ofapproah works better with semi-struture information suh as ditionaries.KYLIN [19℄ is another projet whih aim is automatially omplete the information presented in theWikipedia infoboxes analyzing disambiguated text and links in Wikipedia pages.Ponzetto et al. [12℄ in their work have explored information extration on Wikipedia for reating a taxonomyontaining a large amount of subsumptions, i. e. is-a relations.4. A Semanti Disovery Approah . In this setion we explain the proess of extrating semantisfrom multimedia ontent. We tested the approah here desribed on e-Leture presentations. An e-leture is amultimedia presentation usually omposed of a video with fous on the speaker, presentation slides and othertextual douments whih an be identify by the presenter as related soure of information. Di�erent media ina presentation are used for drawing a better piture of the ontent to be ommuniated.Hene it�s of fundamental importane to take into aount the di�erent modalities of the media. Inpartiular, we investigate textual modality analyzing the full ontent of the related material suh as slides ordouments and the auditory modality translating it in textual whih represents the most promising aspet ofthe data we an proess. For this reason we apply automati speeh reognition (ASR) to the video soundtraksand subsequently we are interested in the STT translation (speeh to text) to provide for data that an beanalyzed in ombination with the other textual resoures suh as slides, notes and other douments.The reason of fousing on auditory and textual modality instead of visual modality is intrinsi on thenature of presentations. Unlike other domains suh as movie or news, in video presentations the images in thekeyframes are more or less still, usually the speaker and part of his/her presentation is aptured. The senealmost never hanges, the transitions being related to a hange of fous (from slide to blakboard and bak)or to the hange of slide. So, in e-Letures, even though low level feature reognition suh as teaher gestureand faial prosody might give information about importane of ertain passages, we deided not to attak thisissue beause we believe it would only bring us a minor added value in omparison to the knowledge we ouldretrieve exploring the auditory and textual modality.Due to these onsiderations, we fous our researh work on making better use of speeh and textual ontent.Furthermore, relating the extrated speeh and textual ontent with the right domain knowledge ould provideanother mode to takle the semanti gap allowing more e�etive lassi�ation and searhes on the video ontent.In �gure 4.1 we give a graphial illustration of the proess of extrating semanti annotation from multimediaontent. As input the system reeives a e-Leture presentation and based on the Wikipedia knowledge itautomatially generates some desriptives labels for the multimedia ontent.In the next paragraph we will desribe in details how this proess of automati semanti disovering istaking plae.The explanation of our method an be split into two parts. In the �rst part deals with the extration ofontent from multimedia leture materials without any regards about semantis; while in the seond part we goin depth in the passages whih involve disovering the semantis behind the ontent previously extrated fromthe media.So, in order to disover the semanti present in a orpus we �rst have to extrat and identify terms fromit. One we have the list of the words ontained in eah unit of the olletion, we an link them through therelationships we will determine through Wikipedia. In partiular the �rst part is about Information Extrationfrom the multimedia ontent and the seond fouses on desribing how through Wikipedia we an annotate thematerial and �nd semanti relationships between annotations.
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Fig. 4.1. General Overview of the approahThe two steps are independent in the sense that Information Extration an be arried out in di�erent wayswhile our Wikipedia module ould still be used to �nd relations between terms. We give here an explanationof the �rst part only for the sake of ontextualization.4.1. Information Extration. In this setion we will extrat and model the multimedia ontent thoughthe analysis and ombination of the textual and auditory modality. Using an out-of-the-box speeh reognitiontool we translate video speeh into text, and we ombine it with the text extrated from presentation slides andother textual information soures.Seondly, we extrats terms for the resulting textual resoures whih represent the entire ontent of themultimedia material. We performed Information Extration (IE) by using Luene (http://luene.apahe.org/), a state of the art tool whih provides Java-based indexing and searh tehnology using a statistialapproah.Luene had been used in the projet as a searh engine for querying an unstrutured e- Learning repository,but sine it also provides basi APIs for analyzing text, we exploited Luene also for extrating information fromour orpus. In general term extration tools using a statistial approah basially look for repeated sequenesof lexial items.Consequently we store the extrated information in a Luene index that we later use for informationretrieval and for extrating the most important terms out of the entire e-Leture ontent. We also explored alinguisti approah based on Natural Language Proessing (NLP) using other state of the art tools in the areasuh as GATE (http://gate.a.uk/) and IBM UIMA (http://www.researh.ibm.om/UIMA/ [18℄), but theapproah was not suited for our use ase sine it is language and grammar dependent. In fat, in e-Learningthe material an be in di�erent languages, and sometimes more than one language an be ombined in the sameevent. For instane, in some ases presentation slides are written in English while the speeh is delivered inanother language (e.g. in Italian). As a onsequene, the work needed to adapt a linguisti approah to ourneeds was exessive.Moreover, story telling does not play an important role in e-Learning�at least not in the disiplines weonsidered�and this makes it di�ult to loate and lassify atomi elements in text into prede�ned ate-gories for Entity Reognition. For these reasons we hose a statistial approah and we alulated a termvetor for eah doument in our index. The term vetor ontains a list of terms with their frequeny in adoument.



264 A. Fogarolli and M. RonhettiIn order to alulate the term vetor we had to store our multimedia material into an index. Manydouments an refer to the same event. For instane, we have at least two main information soures for eahevent: presentation slides and video transript.Following our multimodal view, we modeled the entire event�s multimedia material into a single doumentin a index. In this way the term vetor alulated through Luene is fatual.For improving the performane of this task we are urrently working on the indexing phrase and in partiularin the pre-proessing task (e.g. leaning the text from Italian or English stop-words and applying di�erentlanguage stemmers as a �lter, building ategorizer for improving the quality of the raking of the extratedleture terms.).4.2. Semanti Extration using Wikipedia. In this setion we explain how we enhane informationretrieval based on the reognition of the most important topis and the relations between them in the ontentof multimedia leture material.Understanding what a media is about before entering in its details of the searh results, whih would meanwathing a video presentation or reading the related material, is one of the mail goal in the area of MultimediaInformation Retrieval, and it ould be very useful when the amount of the multimedia material grows in size.Having a way for ategorizing or understanding the main onepts in the ontent will help in managing largemultimedia repositories.Furthermore, e-Learning users (typially students) do not have a rih understanding of the domain or of howone topi is onneted to others. For this reason a tool, whih has the goal of enabling aess to information,should give an overview of the material ontent for helping end users to ahieve more e�etive searhes andaquire the needed knowledge. For example, a user looking for the term �Colletion� in a Java programminglass must �nd out about the di�erent types of Colletion suh as �HashMap�, �Map� and �Set� sine theseterms an also be found in the leture material, and they all mean Colletion. Understanding relationshipsbetween terms in our orpus permits also us to automatially disover the important topis of an event whihan be used for unsupervised lassi�ation of the material.Our starting point for the seond phase of the semanti disovery proess is the list of terms whih wereextrated from multimedia material (video, slides, and douments) during the Information Extration phasedesribed in the previous setion.In Wikipedia, we look up the most important extrated terms from our orpus. The goal of this phase isto �nd a Wikipedia de�nition page for every important term and to try to extrat relations to other terms byexamining the hypertextual links in the page. This is done by proessing links in the page. Therefore, the termof interest is found in Wikipedia, and all the links in its page are analyzed.Pre-requirements for desribing the proess of extrating semantis from the Wikipedia, are the four abstratonept desribed below that we will be mentioned again in the seond part of the setion for giving a desriptionof the proess itself.1. Wikipedia lookup.For eah extrated term we searh for pages in Wikipedia whih ontain the term in their name. InWikipedia every page is named by a string omposed of topi name and topi domain. After that,we ollet the links for every page. The searh is made on a loal opy of the English version of theWikipedia database, but we ould also reah the same result by downloading and parsing WikipediaWeb pages. We hose to maintain a opy of the database to inrease the speed of the task.2. Strong link de�nition.We de�ne a link to be �strong� if the page it points to has a link bak to the starting page. Forinstane,�Rome� and �Italy� are strongly linked sine the page on Rome says that it is the apitalof Italy, while the page on Italy reports that Rome is the apital of the state. A minor town loatedin Italy will instead have a �weak� link with Italy, sine in its page it will be delared that the townis in Italy but in the page for Italy the minor town will most likely not be mentioned. In our ase,strong links are andidates for topis related to the searhed term, and they will be used for giving usersuggestions in query expansion and in the proess of summary generation of Wikipedia de�nitions.3. Domain disambiguation.A word an have multiple Wikipedia de�nitions beause it an assume di�erent meanings (senses) indi�erent domains. Among the (possibly) multiple Wikipedia de�nitions, we hoose the one whih hasthe most link words in ommon with the extrated leture�s terms. We manually heked this approah



Disovering Semantis in Multimedia Content Using Wikipedia 265to evaluate the aordane of the semanti expressed in the disambiguated terms with the one of theevent and we �nd out that this is true for the majority of the ases.4. Annotation through Wikipedia de�nition summarization.In this last step we use the extrated strong links for every important word of an event to automatiallygenerate a summary of the word de�nition in Wikipedia.The summary is generated taking all thesentenes from the Wikipedia de�nition page in whih a strong link is present; usually �fty perent ofthe ontent of original de�nition is seleted. The summary is then used for expressing the meaning ofthe important term. In other words, we annotate the leture through Wikipedia terminology, and foreah term we keep a brief de�nition.A graphial representation of the proess is given in �gure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Semanti annotations generation proessThe �gure shows that by giving e-Letures as input and through the four steps of the semanti disoveryapproah we an enrih e-Leture with semanti metadata. It follows a desription of the semanti disov-ery proess omposed of four logial steps: Wikipedia de�nition lookup, Domain disambiguation, Strong linkAnalyses, and Summarization.Suppose one of the terms extrated from the e-Leture material is �Colletion�, whih is in the list ofthe extrated keywords. Consider a simpli�ed list of extrated keywords (note the presene of words in morethan one language!) follows: Elemento, Map, Tipo, Objet, Method, Interfae, omputer siene, Colletion,Oggetto.The �rst step of the algorithm is to searh for all the pages whih ontain the term �Colletion� in their name.A searh in the Wikipedia database will �nd a relatively large number of pages that satisfy this requirementdue to the di�erent meanings the word an have. Consequently we retrieve the links of every found page. Wethen use the links in the disambiguation step. For instane, in the ase of having a term named �Colletion�in the leture material, a Wikipedia query for the word Colletion returns the Wikipedia disambiguation pageColletion, whih points to other pages suh as Colletion(horse), Colletion(museum), Colletion(Joe Samplealbum), Colletion(ageny), Colletion (omputing), Colletion lass.The seond step onsists in extrating the strong links from the andidate Wikipedia artile for eahde�nition. The strong links are used in the third step for alulating domain disambiguation, for support and



266 A. Fogarolli and M. Ronhettifor automati summarization of the ontent of Wikipedia entries. So in this step we extrat the strong links fromall the Wikipedia pages seleted during the �rst step. For example the strong links for Colletion (omputing)whih is one of the pages seleted during the �rst step, are: objet-oriented, lass, map, tree, set, array, list.We do the same with all the pages listed in the Wikipedia disambiguation page for olletion.The third step resolves domain ambiguity. We automatially identify the right Wikipedia de�nition basedon the domain de�ned by the multimedia. So we selet one page among all the ones we retrieved during step onewhih is in onordane with the domain of interest. The disambiguation funtion onsiders for every andidatepage its strong links given by step two. In partiular it looks for orrespondenes among the link�s names andthe keywords extrated from the orpus. The page whih has the largest number of links in orrespondenewith the orpus terms will be onsidered to be the orret one and it will be used as the disambiguated term.Supposing that Colletion(omputing) is the Wikipedia artile is the page that responds to this requirementthen every time Colletion will be mention in the leture material it will be assoiated with the meaning ofthe Wikipedia artile Colletion(omputing). The term that has been disambiguated has the same meaning inWikipedia and in the orpus. The result of this step is the identi�ation of the disambiguated terms with theirlinks. In other words this step ompares the strong links of every andidate Wikipedia de�nition with the termvetor of the leture in exam.During the last step we reate a summary for the most important words in the leture. Eah term in theleture has a orresponding Wikipedia de�nition and based on the ranking in the term vetor we an identifythe n most important terms in the e-Leture. The summary reation uses the extrated strong links of themost important terms. For every one of them, we download and parse the orrespondent Wikipedia. From theWikipedia page we selet only the sentenes whih ontain a strong link and the term itself. The ombinationof extrated sentenes permits to generate a reasonably well written artile summarization.5. Appliations. In this setion we desribe some appliations where our approah an be used. Manyother appliations are under onsiderations. In partiular we applied the semanti disovery approah intoNEEDLE [8℄- Next gEneration sEarh engine for Digital LibrariEs -. NEEDLE is an e-learning appliationwhih aims at indexing, searhing and presenting strutured and unstrutured multimedia data. The systemprovides a way to searh e-learning materials through a web-based searh interfae.The e-Learning materials onsist of video letures and orresponding audio traks, PowerPoint presentationslides et. The appliation's main objetive is to present the strutured and unstrutured multimedia e-Learningmaterials. The users ould query the NEEDLE system to searh for materials of their interest.The data i. e. video letures and slides, for NEEDLE ome from the LODE [5℄ system. LODE is web-basedappliation for presenting the video letures synhronized with presentation slides. The audio ontent of thevideo letures from the LODE system is transribed using speeh reognition and speeh proessing tools. Thetext ontent of the transription and PowerPoint slides are indexed and searhed using NEEDLE system.Most of the ommerial searh engines only o�er text based searh and few also provide image searh.However, there is still a need for searhing video, audio, graphis et. Commerial video hosting sites likeYouTube that o�er searh for video atually performs the searh only on the meta-data (text ontent desribingthe video) attahed with the video. They do not searh the video/audio ontent. We o�er textual searh onaudio ontent using the transript in ombination with the ontent of the douments whih ome with thevideo suh as presentation slides; moreover we enanhed the searh task with searh suggestion based on theidenti�ation of relationship between topis in Wikipedia and we automatially extrat also through Wikipedialabels for desribing the most import leture's topis.We an summarize with the following points the features where our approah ould ontribute:
• Searh Suggestion and Query ExpansionWikipedia is used for �nding topis related to the searhed one. In our searh user interfae we showthe hits for the searhed string and a bunh of links to some related topis whih have a orrespondenein our repository. A lik on one of the link will initiate a searh for the ourrenes of the link term inthe learning material. This is done by viewing all the strong links retrieved through Wikipedia whihterm appear also in the event material, in this way we an suggest di�erent searh terms or topis thatare onneted to the �rst searhed one.
• Automati AnnotationFor eah ourrene displayed in the hits, we show some links to related important topis. The importanttopis automatially annotate the event with some terms whih have a prede�ned meaning in Wikipedia.



Disovering Semantis in Multimedia Content Using Wikipedia 267In this way there are no more ambiguities in the meaning of a term used for annotation. Anotheradvantage of the strong link identi�ation in ombination with the term vetor extrated for everyevent is the possibility to automatially desribe the most important onepts of the event.
• Automati SummarizationThe semanti disovery approah desribed in the previous setion brought us to the individuation ofthe strong links for eah topi. Based on them we an generate for eah event annotation (topi) a briefsummarization of the desription of the topi in Wikipedia. A lik on one of the event annotationwill display the summary plus the retrieved hits for that term. In our searh user interfae for eahevent(leture, seminar, meeting) we show the six most important words and the related summarizedWikipedia de�nitions.In �gure 5.1 the possible features derived by the implementation of the semanti disovery approah de-sribed above are shown. Figure 5.1 is a sreen shot of NEEDLE where every leture it is �rst summarized bymeans of a list of important topis. So the user looking at the important topis list an understand if a leturein the hits is relevant or not for eah searh and in ase s/he an go in depth looking at the details hits inside theleture itself. Every hit in the leture is omposed of a brief textual desription an four presentation modalities.The result an be analyzed wathing part of the video where the hit have been found, listening only to the audio,only wathing the assoiated slide or having a ombine view, where video and slide are time-synhronized.

Fig. 5.1. An appliation of semantis extration through WikipediaOn the right most part of �gure 5.1 a pop-up window for with a desription of one of the important termsof the leture an be viewed by liking on the term. The desription is atually the summary of the Wikipediaartile whih refers to the term itself. In this way there is no ambiguity with the meaning of a term usedfor desribing the multimedia ontent. Below the input �eld designed for running new searhes there is theimplementation of the related topis feature. Based on the last user searh, the system advies the user forrelated onepts. A lik on one related term will initiate a new searh. In this way the user an disover newonnetions between topis.
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